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Abstract
We define API Management as an activity that enables organizations to design, publish and deploy their APIs for (exter-
nal) developers to consume. API Management capabilities such as controlling API lifecycles, access and authentication
to APIs, monitoring, throttling and analyzing API usage, as well as providing security and documentation are often
implemented through an integrated platform, which is supported by an API gateway. This data set supports the thesis
that describes the API Management Maturity Model (API-m-FAMM) Citation to thesis. In a structured manner,
this model aims to support organizations that expose their API(s) to third-party developers in their API management
activities. Through a thorough Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [66], 114 practices and 39 capabilities were collected.
Subsequently, these practices and capabilities were categorized into 6 focus areas. Next, the practices and capabilities
were analyzed and verified through inter-rater agreement and four validation sessions with all involved researchers. Then,
the collection of practices and capabilities was verified by using information gathered from supplemental literature, online
blog posts, websites, commercial API management platform documentation and third-party tooling. As a result, the
initial body of practices and capabilities was narrowed down to 87 practices and 23 capabilities. These practices are
described by a practice code, name, description, conditions for implementation, the role responsible for the practice, and
the associated literature in which the practice was originally identified. Capabilities and focus areas are described by a
code, description and, optionally, the associated literature in which it was originally identified. Using the API-m-FAMM,
organizations may evaluate, improve upon and assess the degree of maturity their business processes regarding the topic
of API management have.
Keywords: API Management, Focus Area Maturity models
1. Data Specifications Table
Subject Management of Technology and Innovation
Specific subject area A focus area maturity model for API management
Type of data Text, literature references, tables
How data were acquired Systematic literature review
Data format Raw and Analyzed
Parameters for data collection The collected practices had to fit a narrow definition of that the practice had
to be executable, implementable, and easily understandable.
Description of data collection The data was collected through a SLR [66]. Initially, the data was grouped
according to topical similarity. Practices were subsequently analyzed and ver-
ified through four validation sessions with all involved researchers, inter-rater
agreement and information gathered from supplemental literature, online blog
posts, websites, commercial API management platform documentation and
third-party tooling.
Data source location All included source literature can be reviewed in the associated research ar-
ticle [66].
Related research article Mathijssen, M., Overeem, M., & Jansen, S. (2020). Identification of Practices
and Capabilities in API Management: A Systematic Literature Review. arXiv
preprint arXiv:2006.10481.
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2. Focus Areas
The practices and capabilities are divided into six focus areas, as modeled in Figure 1 below. We have defined a
practice as any practice that has the express goal to improve, encourage, and manage the usage of APIs. Furthermore,
the practice has to be executable, implementable and verifiable by an employee of the organization and has to have one
role assigned to it as a responsible. We have defined capabilities as the ability to achieve a certain goal related to API
Management, through the execution of two or more interrelated practices. Combined, these practices and capabilities
form the focus areas which describe the functional domain the topic of API management is composed of. The focus
areas are not equal in size, with the smallest focus area consisting of 2 capabilities and 7 practices and the biggest
being comprised of 6 capabilities and 24 practices. This is caused due to the fact that the topic of API management
is broad and not evenly distributed across its domains. For example, the community engagement and lifecycle focus
areas contain many practices, while monitoring is a domain consisting of a minor but relevant amount of practices and
capabilities related to it. Originally, the lifecycle, community engagement, security and monitoring focus areas originate
from literature and were identified as part of the systematic literature review [66] that was conducted by the authors.
The performance and commercial focus areas were newly created as a result of the discussion and categorization sessions
conducted among the authors, by categorizing identified capabilities and practices. The 6 focus areas are defined and
described as follows:
1. Lifecycle: Generally speaking, an API undergoes several stages over the course of its lifetime; creation, publication,
realization, maintenance and retirement [1]. In order to control and guide the API through these stages, the
organization must be able to perform a variety of activities. At its core, the organization must be able to set the
various stages in motion by being able to create API endpoints and proxies, publish or import APIs and deprecate
it when needed. In order to maintain the API, the organization must decide on a versioning strategy, notification
channels and methods in case of updates, perform interface translation and have design- and run-time policies in
place. In doing so, the organization is able to manage and maintain the versions the API goes through as it evolves
over time.
2. Security: APIs provide access to valuable and protected data and assets [2]. Therefore, security for APIs is
necessary to protect the underlying assets from unauthenticated and unauthorized access. Due to the programmatic
nature of APIs and their accessibility over the public cloud, they are also prone to various kinds of attacks. Hence,
the organization should undertake various measures to prevent this from happening. For example, one of many
available authentication and authorization protocols should be implemented, prevention for attacks such as DoS or
SQL script injection attacks should be in place and sensitive data should be encrypted or masked.
3. Performance: APIs are no longer exclusively seen as mechanisms for integration but have become mainstream
for the delivery of data and services to end users through various digital channels [2]. This increases the demand
on APIs to perform well under loads. The overall performance of a client app is dependent on the performance
of the underlying APIs powering the app. Hence, the importance of performance for APIs increases greatly. In
order to ensure performance and stability of their APIs, organizations must be able to perform various activities.
For example, being able to perform caching improves an API’s performance through reduced latency and network
traffic. Additionally, using rate limiting and throttling mechanisms to manage traffic and using connection pooling
and load balancing to route traffic more effectively also improves the API’s performance.
4. Monitoring: As an organization, it is necessary to have insight into the API program to make the right investments
and decisions during its maintenance. Through various monitoring techniques, the organization is able to collect
metrics which can shed light on the API’s health and performance, which in turn, improve the decision making
process on how to enhance the business value by either changing the API or by enriching it [2]. Additionally, by
being able to log API access, consumption and performance, input may be gathered for analysis, business value or
monetization reports. These may be used to strengthen communication with consumers and stakeholders or check
for any potential service-level agreement violations.
5. Community Engagement: As an organization exposing APIs for external consumers and developers to consume,
it is often desirable to foster, engage and support the community that exists around the API. For example, this
entails offering developers the ability register on the API and offering them access to test environments, code
samples and documentation. Additionally, the organization may support developers in their usage of the API by
offering them support through a variety of communication channels and allowing them to communicate with the
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organization or among another through a community forum or developer portal. Furthermore, it is desirable for
developers to be able to freely browse through the API offering, review operational status updates regarding the
API, create support tickets in the event of an error and to share knowledge, views and opinions with other developers.
6. Commercial: Organizations have been consuming third-party APIs to simplify and expand business partnership.
APIs provide faster integration and an improved partner/customer experience, enabling organizations to grow
rapidly [2]. Oftentimes, exposing and consuming APIs has a commercial aspect tied to it. For API consumers and
providers, this is often embodied by legal business contracts for the use of the APIs which they are bound to. These
business contracts called service-level agreements govern the service levels and other aspects of API delivery and
consumption. Another commercial aspect of API management is that of monetization. Considering APIs provide
value to the consuming party, organizations often opt to monetize the services and APIs and build a business model
for them [2]. Utilizing the right monetization model for APIs enables organizations to reap the benefits of their
investment in their APIs.
Figure 1: API Management Model
3. Capabilities
1. Lifecycle
1.1 Lifecycle Control: The organization should have the ability to control how an API is developed and released
to consumers. Hence, the organization should be able to guide and control their API through its lifecycle
through actions such as creating endpoints and proxies, (automatic) deployment and deprecation.
1.2 Technical Version Management: APIs evolve over time with newer business requirements. In order to
cope with this, the organization must decide on a versioning strategy, such as managing multiple versions of
an API to support existing consumers, or by avoiding breaking changes as part of an evolutionary strategy.
1.3 Interface Translation: When an organization creates an API to expose its data and services, it needs to
ensure that the API interface is intuitive enough for developers to easily use [2]. However, the interface for the
API will most likely be different from that of the back-end services that it exposes. Therefore, the organization
should be able to transform the API interface to a form that the back end can understand.
1.4 Version Management: The organization should be able to deprecate and retire older versions of their API
smoothly. With proper notice and period, deprecated APIs should be retired and removed so as to avoid
any maintenance overheads [2]. In order to guide this process, the organization may also have a deprecation
protocol in place.
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1.5 Governance: API governance provides a policy-driven approach that helps to enforce standards and check-
points throughout the API lifecycle [2]. It encompasses not only the API runtime, but also design through
development processes. As such, the organization should have guidelines, standards, and processes in place
to be followed for API identification, interface documentation, development, testing, deployment, run, and
operation.
1.6 Change Notification: Changes to an API may adversely affect its consumers. Hence, consumers must be
notified of any planned changes to the API [2]. The organization should inform developers using the API
of any changes, using a communication channel such as email, a warning within the developer portal, or
preemptively through the use of a versioning schedule.
2. Security
2.1 Authentication: Authentication is the process of uniquely determining and validating the identity of a client
[2]. In order to achieve this, the organization may implement an authentication mechanism such as API keys
or protocols such as WSS or OpenID Connect.
2.2 Authorization: Authorization controls the level of access that is provided to an app making an API call and
controls which API resources and methods that can invoke [2]. The organization may implement authorization
by generating access tokens or by using other methods and protocols.
2.3 Threat Detection & Protection: The likelihood of bad actors making attacks using malicious content
is high, in addition to common threats such as DoS attacks. Content-based attacks can be in the form of
malformed XML or JSON, malicious scripts, or SQL within the payload [2]. Therefore, the organization
should be able to detect malformed request formats or malicious content within the payload and then protect
against such attacks.
2.4 Encryption: Oftentimes, message payloads sent in API calls contain sensitive information that can be
the target for man-in-the-middle attacks [2]. Therefore, the organization should secure all communication
between the client app and the API service through using techniques such as SSL/TLS encryption by default.
Furthermore, the organization may choose to utilize encryption keys, certificates and data masking to protect
sensitive data.
3. Performance
3.1 Resource Management: In order to improve the performance of their API(s), it is important for an organi-
zation to effectively manage the available resources. This may be accomplished through the use of mechanisms
such as caching, imposing timeout policies or by having a scaling strategy in place.
3.2 Operational Traffic Management: Another aspect of improving API performance is effectively managing
incoming traffic. In order to do so, the organization may choose to implement mechanisms such as rate limiting
or throttling, or by assigning quotas based on consumer IP addresses or authentication.
3.3 Service Routing: APIs need to route requests from consumers to the right back-end service providing
the desired functionality. There may be one more back-end systems providing the back-end functionality
[2]. Hence, the organization should be able to identify and route the request to the correct instance of the
back-end. In further improving performance, the organization should be able to maintain a pool of con-
nections to the back-end service and use load balancing to help to distribute API traffic to the back-end services.
4. Monitoring
4.1 Analytics: As an organization, it is important to be able to analyze metrics and variables concerning the
exposed API. For example, information regarding the health and performance of the API may be utilized to
decide which features should be added to the API. Additionally, it is desirable for the organization to be able
to extract custom variables from within the message payload for advanced analytics reporting.
4.2 Logging: In monitoring their API(s), it is helpful for the organization to be able to perform logging of
consumer behavior and activities. This may include logging of API access, usage and reviewing historical
information.
5. Community Engagement
5.1 Developer Onboarding: To start consuming APIs, developers must first register with the API provider.
The sign up process should be simple and easy, possibly by supporting developers with resources such as
(automatically generated) SDKs and testing tools such as an API console or sandbox environment.
5.2 Support: In order to strengthen the community around the API, the organization should support developers
whom are consuming it. This may be accomplished by establishing an appropriate communication channel,
adequately managing issues and handling errors, should they present themselves.
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5.3 Documentation: API documentation can help speed up the adoption, understanding and effectiveness of
APIs [2]. Hence, the organization must provide consumers of their API(s) with reference documentation.
Additionally, they may be supplied with start-up documentation, code samples and FAQs to further accelerate
understanding of the API.
5.4 Community Management: Oftentimes, app developers wish to know the views of other developers in the
community. They may want to collaborate and share their API usage learnings and experiences with one
another [2]. In order to facilitate these wishes, the organization may choose to provide developers with a
community forum or developer portal.
5.5 Portfolio Management: As an API providing organization, a platform to publicize and document APIs is
needed. Hence, a discoverable catalog of APIs through which potential consumers are able to browse may be
provided.
6. Commercial
6.1 Business-Level Traffic Management: Depending on the nature of data and services provided by the API,
traffic management offers a different business value to different classes of customers. Each customer class may
be willing to pay differently for access [2]. Based on this, the organization may assign different traffic priorities.
6.2 Service-Level Agreements: A service-level agreement (SLA) defines the APIs non-functional requirements,
serving as a contract between the organization and consumers of their API. This may include matters such as
terms and conditions for API usage, consumption quotas, uptime guarantees and maintenance or downtime
information.
6.3 Monetization: APIs securely expose digital assets and services that are of value to consumers. Hence, the
organization may wish to monetize the services and the APIs by constructing a business model around them.
This may be accomplished through a monetization model which can be based on consumer characteristics
such as their type of subscription, access tier or the amount of resources used.
4. Roles in API Management
In this section, the various roles and positions that exist in the domain of API management are presented. However,
the titles listed are not standardized across organizations. As such, the titles used might not directly correspond with
the titles at the organization under evaluation. The roles listed in 1 and 2 are divided among two groups. The first group
of roles are called business roles. The individuals who take on these roles are primarily focused on the business side of
the APIs [1]. Oftentimes, they are charged with the responsibility of speaking in the customers voice, and aligning the
API with clear strategic goals.
The second set of roles consist of technical roles. These roles are focused on the technical details of implementing the
APIs design, testing, deploying, and maintaining it in a healthy, usable state throughout its active life [1]. Ordinarily,
these roles are responsible for representing the voice of the IT department, including advocating for safe, scalable, and
secure implementations that can be properly maintained over time. Oftentimes, the technical staff is responsible for
achieving important Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as well as helping the business staff reach their OKRs.
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Role Description
API Product Owner/Manager The product owner or manager is the main point of contact for the API. They
are responsible for ensuring that the API has clear Objectives and Key Results
(OKRs) and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), monitoring the API and
successfully guiding it through the full API lifecycle. Additionally, this role
is responsible for defining and describing what work needs to be carried out
on the API by other teams and to ensure the expected developer experience
(design, onboarding and ongoing relationships) meet the needs of the API
consumers [2, 1].
API Designer The API designer is responsible for all aspects of the design. This includes
making sure the physical interface is functional, usable, and offers a positive
experience for developers. The designer also needs to make sure the API helps
the team to achieve the identified business OKRs. Oftentimes, the designer is
the first line of contact for API consumers and may be responsible for taking
on the voice of the consumer when helping the team make decisions about the
look and feel of the API. Finally, the designer may be called upon to make
sure the overall design matches established organization-wide style guidelines
[1].
API Technical Writer The API technical writer is responsible for writing the API documentation
for all stakeholders connected with the API product. This includes not just
the API consumers, but also the internal team members as well as other
stakeholders from the business community. As a result, technical writers
often work closely with the API designer and product owner to make sure the
documentation is accurate, up to date, and in keeping with the organizations
design and style guidelines [1].
API Evangelist The API evangelist is responsible for promoting and supporting the API prac-
tice and culture within the organization, ensuring that all internal developers
using the API understand it and can accomplish their goals with it. Evan-
gelists are also responsible for listening to API consumers and passing their
feedback on to the rest of the product team. Evangelists may also be re-
sponsible for creating samples, demos, training materials, and other support
activities in order to maximize the developer experience [1].
Developer Relations The developer relations role, sometimes called the developer advocate or De-
vRel role, is usually focused on external use of the API. Like the API evan-
gelists, DevRel staff are responsible for creating samples, demos, training
materials and listening to API consumers and helping turn their feedback
into fixes or features for the API team. However, unlike internal evangelists,
DevRels are also often tasked with selling the API product to a wider audi-
ence, and as such may participate in customer onsites, presales activities, and
ongoing product support for key customers. Additional duties may include
speaking at public events, writing blog posts or articles on how to use the
product, as well as other brand-awareness activities in order to help the team
reach their stated business goals [1].
Table 1: API Management Business Roles
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Role Description
Lead API Engineer The lead API engineer is the key point of contact for all the work related to the
development, testing, monitoring, and deployment of the API product. The
API lead engineer is responsible for the technical details regarding building,
deploying, and maintaining the API. The lead engineer is the one with the
responsibility to coordinate the other technical members of the team [2, 1].
API Architect The API architect is responsible for the technical architectural design de-
tails for the API itself, as well as ensuring that the API can easily interact
with required system resources, including APIs from other teams. It is the
responsibility of the API architect to advocate for the overall software and
system architecture of the entire organization. This includes supporting se-
curity considerations, stability and reliability metrics, protocol and format
selections, and other nonfunctional elements that have been established for
the organizations software systems [2, 1].
Frontend Developer The frontend API developer (FE) is responsible for ensuring that the API
offers a quality consumer experience. This entails helping to implement the
companys API catalog, developer portal, and any other activities related to
the frontend or consumer end of the API. Similarly to the designer role on
the business side, the FE advocates for API consumers, but from a technical
point of view [1].
Backend Developer The backend developer (BE) is responsible for the details of implementing
the actual interface of the API, connecting it to any other services it needs to
complete its work, and faithfully executing on the vision of the PM and API
designers description of API’s functionality and technical implementation. It
is the responsibility of the BE to ensure that the API is reliable, stable, and
consistent once it is placed into production [1].
Test/QA Engineer The API test/QA (quality assurance) engineer is responsible for everything
related to validating the API design and testing its functionality, safety, and
stability. Typically, the test/QA role is charged with writing (or helping
the FE/BE write) the actual tests and making sure they run effectively and
efficiently. Oftentimes, these tests go beyond simple bench tests and behavior
testing and includes ensuring that there are tests in place for interoperability,
scalability, security, and capacity [2, 1].
DevOps Engineer The DevOps role is responsible for every aspect of the building and deploy-
ment of the API. This includes monitoring the APIs performance to make
sure it is in line with the stated technical KPIs and is properly contribut-
ing to the business-level OKRs. Typically, this entails work on the delivery
pipeline tooling, managing the versioning schedule and supporting any roll-
backs of broken versions, if needed. The DevOps role is also responsible for
maintaining a dashboard showing real-time monitoring data as well as aiding
in the review, diagnosis, and repair of any problems identified while the API
is in production [2, 1].
Table 2: API Management Technical Roles
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5. Value of the Data
• The data may be used by API management researchers for evaluation, validation and extension of the model
• The data can be used by focus area maturity researchers to establish the vocabulary used in the field
• The data can be used by researchers as a basis for future research work in the domains of api management, versioning
and evolution
• The data is reusable by consultants and practitioners to assess whether they have implemented a practice fully
6. Data
The data are a set of practices that can be used by software organizations to evaluate the degree of maturity corre-
sponding to their API management practice implementation. The practices are deeply rooted in literature. The practices
have been described using the following elements:
• Practice code - The practice code is made up of three numbers. The first number concerns the focus area, the
second number the capability, and the third number the maturity level.
• Practice - The name of the practice, as it is mentioned in the API-m-FAMM.
• Focus area - The focus area is mentioned to indicate the domain in which this practice is relevant.
• Description - A paragraph of text is provided to describe the practice in detail. The main reason for providing a
lengthy description is internal validity: in future evaluations by third parties, they should be able to perform the
evaluations independently.
• When implemented - Provides a series of necessary conditions before this practice can be marked as implemented.
Again, to strengthen internal validity of the API-m-FAMM.
• Role responsible - We suspect that organizations will be interested in knowing which role is responsible for
implementing a particular practice. Currently, the roles attached to the practices are based on literature. These
roles are indicators, as the naming in organizations can be different, domain specific and they will likely change as
a result of future research and case studies.
• Literature - Several references are given to articles that mention the practice. The literature is found in the
mentioned SLR. Please note that these bibliographic entries can also be found in the data file apimanagement.bib.
7. Experimental Design, Materials, and Methods
The full description of how this data was acquired is provided in the accompanying article [66]. The aforementioned
article describes the execution of a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). As a result, 114 practices and 39 capabilities
were collected. Subsequently, these practices and capabilities were categorized into 6 focus areas. Next, the practices and
capabilities were analyzed and verified through four validation sessions with all involved researchers, inter-rater agree-
ment and information gathered from supplemental literature, online blog posts, websites, commercial API management
platform documentation and third-party tooling. As a result, the initial body of practices and capabilities was narrowed
down to 87 practices and 23 capabilities.
We defined a practice as any practice that has the express goal to improve, encourage and manage the usage of APIs.
Furthermore, the practice has to be executable, implementable and verifiable by an employee of the organization and
has to have one role assigned to it as a responsible. We have defined capabilities as the ability to achieve a certain goal
related to API Management, through the execution of two or more interrelated practices. Currently, the first version of
the API-m-FAMM, which is described throughout this article, has not been evaluated. Hence, it will be evaluated with
organizations that are concerned with API Management in the near future. This is especially important due to the fact
that, initially, the current Focus Area Maturity Model is populated with practices and capabilities which were extracted
from literature. Considering the final purpose of the model, which is for organizations to be able to evaluate, improve
upon and assess the degree of maturity their business processes regarding API Management have, these academically
grounded practices and capabilities must first be verified through expert interviews with API architects and designers.
During these interviews, the first version of the Focus Area Maturity Model will be presented, discussed and evaluated.
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By using the expert feedback from participating organizations as input, all practices, capabilities, focus areas and matu-
rity levels the FAMM consists of will be verified and, likely, supplemented by additional practices, capabilities and best
practices. The end-product of these activities will be the final API Management FAMM, which will be both academically
and industry grounded. In order to verify the final model, an explorative single case study will be conducted.
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8. Practices
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Practice Code: 1.1.1 Practice Name: Create API Endpoints
Description: The organization is able to create endpoints for their API(s). API endpoints are the location where
APIs send requests to and where the resource they need to carry out their function are located.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to create endpoints for their API(s).
Literature: [2, 3, 4] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 1.1.2 Practice Name: Create API Proxies
Description: The organization is able to design the REST interface for the API and create an API proxy to
interact with the back-end services. An API proxy acts as a facade to securely expose the back-end services to its
consumers.
Implemented when:
• The organization has the ability to design REST interfaces and create proxies for their API(s).
Literature: [2, 5] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 1.1.3 Practice Name: Publish APIs
Description: The organization has the ability to publish APIs. After having done so, it may be discovered and
consumed.
Implemented when:
• The organization has the ability to publish APIs.
Literature: [6, 2, 7, 1, 8, 4, 9] Responsible: Lead API Engineer / DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.1.4 Practice Name: Import Pre-Existing APIs
Description: The organization has the ability to import preexisting APIs into their development environment.
After having done so, it is ready to be published.
Implemented when:
• The organization has the ability to import preexisting APIs.
Literature: [10] Responsible: Lead API Engineer
Practice Code: 1.1.5 Practice Name: Deprecate APIs
Description: The organization has the ability to deprecate/retire their API(s).
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’API Publication’ practice or ’Import Pre-existing API’ practice.
• The organization has the ability to deprecate/retire APIs.
Literature: [2, 11, 12] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 1.1.6 Practice Name: Automate API Deployment
Description: The organization has the ability to automatically deploy APIs. This may be accomplished by using
script automation to integrate API deployment into Continuous Integration (CI/CD) pipelines.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’API Publication’ practice or ’Import Pre-existing API’ practice.
• The organization has the ability to automatically deploy APIs.
Literature: [7] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
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Practice Code: 1.2.1 Practice Name: Maintain Multiple API Versions
Description: The organization maintains multiple versions of (one of) their API(s). Doing so may be desirable
in order to ensure a smooth transition to a newer version for API consumers. To accomplish this smooth transition,
the organisation should maintain both the old and new version of their API for a sufficient amount of time to allow all
consumers to migrate to the new version.
Implemented when:
• The organization maintains multiple versions of their API.
Literature: [2] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.2.2 Practice Name: Enable API Version Rollback
Description: The organization has the ability to roll back to a previously deployed version of an API. This may
be done in case of an incorrect deployment of the API.
Implemented when:
• The organization has the ability to roll back to a previously deployed version of an API.
Literature: [2] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.2.3 Practice Name: Implement API Versioning Strategy
Description: The organization has a versioning strategy in place which entails the process of versioning from
one API to a newer version. Possible strategies include URI/URL Versioning (possibly in combination with adherance
to the Semantic Versioning specification), Query Parameter versioning, (Custom) Header versioning, Accept Header
versioning or Content Negotiation.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Maintain Multiple API Versions’ practice.
• The organization utilizes one of the following versioning strategies: URI/URL Versioning, Query Parameter versioning,
(Custom) Header versioning, Accept Header versioning or Content Negotiation.
Literature: [2, 13, 14, 15] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.2.4 Practice Name: Implement Evolutionary API Strategy
Description: The organization utilizes an evolutionary strategy to continuously version their API over time.
Using this strategy, the organization evolves a single API by avoiding the introduction of breaking changes. Possibly,
this may be accomplished by adhering to the GraphQL specification.
Implemented when:
• The organization maintains one version of their API.
• The organization utilizes an evolutionary API versioning strategy.
Literature: [16, 17, 18] Responsible: API Product Owner / Lead API Engineer
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Practice Code: 1.3.1 Practice Name: Enable Data Format Translation
Description: The organization is able to perform data format translations. Examples of possible data transfor-
mations may range from simple URL rewrites to XML to JSON.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform data format translations such as URL rewriting or XML to JSON.
Literature: [2, 4] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 1.3.2 Practice Name: Enable Protocol Translation
Description: The organization is able to translate server side protocols to protocols for use in client apps. Possible
format translations may include SOAP to REST or HTTP to JMS/FTP/JDBC.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform protocol translations such as SOAP to REST or HTTP to JMS/FTP/JDBC.
Literature: [2, 19, 20, 4] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 1.3.3 Practice Name: Enable Visual Data Mapping
Description: The organization is able to construct a graphical representation of data transformations, possibly
through tooling as part of an API Management platform.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to construct a graphical representation of data transformations..
Literature: [2, 21, 22] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 1.3.4 Practice Name: Use API Orchestration
Description: The organization utilizes API Orchestration to merge API calls into a single frontend, automating
processes, or merging multiple internal APIs from a API consumer perspective.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to merge API calls into a single frontend or merge multiple internal APIs.
Literature: [23] Responsible: API Architect
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Practice Code: 1.4.1 Practice Name: Define Migration Period
Description: The organization sets and communicates the date on which the old (current) version of their API
deprecates and the period of time consumers of their API have to migrate to the new version, in the event of an update
to a new version. Doing so ensures that consumers have a clear target to migrate their apps over to the new API version.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Versioning Notification Channel in Place’ practice.
• The organization has implemented the ’Multiple API Versioning Strategy’ practice.
• The organization sets and communicates the data of deprecation and the period of time consumers of their API have
to migrate to the new version.
Literature: [2] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.4.2 Practice Name: Decouple API & Software Versioning
Description: The organization has decoupled the version of their API(s) from its software implementation. The
API version should never be tied to the software version of the back-end data/service. A new API version should be
created only if there is a change in the contract of the API that impacts the consumer.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Multiple API Versioning Strategy’ or ’Evolutionary API Strategy’ practice.
• The organization has decoupled the version of their API(s) from its software implementation.
Literature: [2] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.4.3 Practice Name: Implement API Deprecation Protocol
Description: The organization has a protocol in place for when they retire one of their APIs. This protocol
details the steps which should be taken by the API provider, such as notifying existing consumers of the deprecation
and adding warning banners to documentation.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’API Deprecation’ practice.
• The organization has a deprecation protocol in place.
Literature: [24] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 1.4.4 Practice Name: Perform Backward Compatibility Checking
Description: The organization has an approach in place with which it is able to detect breaking changes when
versioning their API(s). Approaches include using a unit test suite, plugging an automated contract test suite into
the CI/CD pipeline or by using the swagger-spec-compatibility library to detect differences between two Swagger API
specifications.
Implemented when:
• When using the swagger-spec-compatibility library approach: the organization has implemented the ’Reference Doc-
umentation Standard Used’ practice.
• The organization has implemented the ’Multiple API Versioning Strategy’ practice.
• The organization has a backwards compatibility checking approach in place.
Literature: [25, 26] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
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Practice Code: 1.5.1 Practice Name: Implement Design-Time Policies
Description: The organization has policies in place which help implement design-time governance. Design-Time
Governance provides developers with a set of guidelines and best practices and standards to adhere to when designing
an API. This includes policies such as defining standards for API definitions, security, using keyword tags to categorize
the API, conformance to REST API design guidelines as well as addressing quality management and the definition of
a end-to-end software development lifecycle.
Implemented when:
• The organization has one or more design-time policies in place.
Literature: [2, 27, 28, 29] Responsible: API Product Owner / API Designer
Practice Code: 1.5.2 Practice Name: Implement Run-Time Policies
Description: The organization has policies in place which help implement run-time governance. Runtime quality
is ensured through policies related to monitoring, reliability, access control, lifecycle management, as well as traffic and
version management.
Implemented when:
• The organization has one or more run-time policies in place.
Literature: [2, 27, 30, 29] Responsible: API Product Owner / Lead API Engineer
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Practice Code: 1.6.1 Practice Name: Implement Versioning Notification Channel
Description: The organization has established a communication channel to communicate versioning notifications
to API consumers. Possible channels include email, social media, announcements within the developer portal or reference
documentation.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Communication Channel Established’ or ’Reference Documentation Standard
Used’ practices.
• The organization has established a versioning notification channel.
Literature: [2, 31] Responsible: Developer Relations / DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.6.2 Practice Name: Display Deprecation Warning
Description: The organization has the ability to introduce warning headers to its API status page, reference
documentation or within the developer portal. These headers warn consumers of their API regarding its deprecation.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Provide API Status Page’, ’Reference Documentation Standard Used’ or
’Developer Portal’ practice.
• The organization has the ability to introduce warning headers.
Literature: [2] Responsible: API Technical Writer / DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 1.6.3 Practice Name: Mail Change Notifications
Description: The organization uses automated email services to effectively communicate versioning of their
API(s) to consumers, possibly in combination with inclusion of change logs. Ideally, the organization offers consumers
the ability to opt-in or opt-out of this service.
Implemented when:
• The organization uses automated email services to communicate versioning of their API(s) to consumers.
Literature: [31] Responsible: Developer Relations
Practice Code: 1.6.4 Practice Name: Announce Versioning Schedule
Description: The organization announces a schedule/roadmap detailing the planned dates on which the
current (old) version of their API will be versioned to a new version. This may be done through email, social media,
announcements within the developer portal or reference documentation.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Versioning Notification Channel in Place’ practice.
• The organization announces versioning schedules.
Literature: [2] Responsible: Developer Relations / DevOps Engineer
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Practice Code: 2.1.1 Practice Name: Implement API Key Authentication
Description: The organization has the ability to, possibly through an API proxy, gateway or management
platform, issue API keys to consumers of their API(s). An app is identified by its name and a unique UUID known as
the API key, often serving as an identity for the app making a call to the API.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to issue API keys.
Literature: [6, 2, 32] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 2.1.2 Practice Name: Implement WS Security Authentication
Description: The organization has implemented a WS Security protocol to authenticate consumers of their
API(s). Web Services Security (WS-Security, WSS) is an extension to SOAP to apply security to Web services. The
protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality can be enforced on messages and allows the communication of various
security token formats, such as Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), X.509 and User ID/Password credentials.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented a WS Security authentication protocol, using one of the following security token
formats: Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), X.509 or User ID/Password credentials.
Literature: [2, 33, 34] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 2.1.3 Practice Name: Enable OpenID Connect Authentication
Description: The organization has implemented the OpenID Connect authentication protocol to authenticate
consumers of their API(s). OpenID Connect 1.0 is an authentication protocol that builds on top of OAuth 2.0 specs to
add an identity layer. It extends the authorization framework provided by OAuth 2.0 to implement authentication.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the OpenID Connect authentication protocol.
Literature: [2, 27] Responsible: API Architect
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Practice Code: 2.2.1 Practice Name: Implement Role-Based Access Control
Description: The organization uses the Role-based access control (RBAC) method to assign permissions to
users based on their role within the organization. RBAC provides fine-grained control and offers a simple, manageable
approach to access management that is less prone to error than assigning permissions to users individually.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the RBAC Authorization method.
Literature: [2, 35, 3] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 2.2.2 Practice Name: Implement OAuth 2.0 Authorization
Description: The organization has implemented the OAuth 2.0 Authorization protocol. OAuth is used as a
mechanism to provide authorization to a third-party application for access to an end user resource on behalf of them.
OAuth helps with granting authorization without the need to share user credentials.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the OAuth 2.0 Authorization protocol.
Literature: [2, 27, 19, 36, 20, 8, 3, 35, 9, 32] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 2.2.3 Practice Name: Implement Token Management
Description: The organization provides consumers of their API(s) with the ability to perform (access) token
management. This is an activity that involves measures to manage (i.e. review, store, create and delete) the tokens
which are required to invoke back-end APIs.
Implemented when:
• The organization allows consumers to manage their access tokens.
Literature: [2, 35] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 2.2.4 Practice Name: Mediate Identities
Description: The organization is able to perform identity mediation, possibly through an API management
platform. Considering that it may occur that, for example, an API uses OAuth to implement security while the
back-end is secured using SAML or other WS-security protocols, the organization must be able to integrate with back-
end identity mediation platforms (IDM) to perform identity mediation. This may be done through third-party IDM
platform such as LDAP, Microsoft Active Directory, Oracle Access Manager, Computer Associates SiteMinder, Entrust
GetAccess, IBM Tivoli Access Manager, RSA Access Manager, and other IM products.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform identity mediation.
Literature: [2] Responsible: Backend Developer
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Practice Code: 2.3.1 Practice Name: Deny Listing IP Addresses
Description: The organization the ability to impose deny list policies. Through these policies, specific IPs can
be excluded from any request.
Implemented when:
• The organization has the ability to impose IP deny list policies.
Literature: [27, 19, 36] Responsible: Lead API Engineer
Practice Code: 2.3.2 Practice Name: Implement DoS Protection
Description: The organization has protection against DoS attacks in place. Hackers may try to bring down
back-end systems by pumping unexpectedly high traffic through the APIs. Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks are very
common on APIs. Hence, the organization should be able to detect and stop such attacks. Identification of a DoS
attack is done through Spike Arrest.
Implemented when:
• The organization has a spike arrest policy in place.
• The organization has protection against DoS attacks in place.
Literature: [2, 27, 19] Responsible: API Architect / Backend Developer
Practice Code: 2.3.3 Practice Name: Implement Injection Threat Protection Policies
Description: The organization has implemented injection threat protection security policies. Injection threats
are common forms of attacks, in which attackers try to inject malicious code that, if executed on the server, can divulge
sensitive information. These attacks may take the form of XML and JSON bombs or SQL and script injection .
Implemented when:
• The organization has injection threat policies in place against XML or JSON bombs or SQL or script injection.
Literature: [2, 37] Responsible: Lead API Engineer
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Practice Code: 2.4.1 Practice Name: Provide Minimal Encryption Compliance
Description: The organization has a minimal implementation of current/up-to-date encryption techniques. It
is always desirable to have SSL/TLS compliant endpoints at the API proxy or gateway, as well as at the microservices
layer, to safeguard against man-in-middle attacks, and bi-directional encryption of message data to protect against
tampering.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented SSL or TLS encryption.
Literature: [2, 5, 27, 35, 37] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 2.4.2 Practice Name: Perform Key & Certificate Management
Description: The organization has the ability to manage and safely store the keys and digital certificates they
encrypt sensitive data with.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Current Minimal Encryption Compliance’ practice.
• The organization has the ability to manage and store encryption keys and certificates.
Literature: [2, 36, 38, 3, 27] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 2.4.3 Practice Name: Enable Data Masking
Description: The organization has the ability to mask any sensitive data. Considering APIs expose data that may
be sensitive, such data should be visible only to its intended recipient. If such data gets logged anywhere, it must be
masked. Masking sensitive data at rest within audits and log files may be considered to be a data privacy requirement
[2].
Implemented when:
• The organization has the ability to mask data.
Literature: [2] Responsible: API Architect
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Practice Code: 3.1.1 Practice Name: Implement Caching
Description: The organization utilizes caching as a mechanism to optimize performance by responding to requests
with static responses stored in-memory. By doing so, back-end responses that do not change frequently are able to be
stored in memory. As consumers of the API make requests on the same URI, the cached response can be used to respond
instead of forwarding those requests to the back-end server. Thus caching can help to improve an APIs performance
through reduced latency and network traffic.
Implemented when:
• The organization utilizes caching as a mechanism to optimize performance.
Literature: [6, 2, 27, 19, 39, 8, 37, 40, 4, 35, 32] Responsible: Backend Developer / API Architect
Practice Code: 3.1.2 Practice Name: Implement Timeout Policies
Description: The organization is able to detect and customize the amount of time that is allowed to pass before
a connection times out and is closed. Using timeout policies, the organization is able to ensure that the API always
responds within a given amount of time, even if a long-running process hangs. This is important in high-availability
systems where response performance is crucial so errors can be dealt with cleanly.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to impose timeout policies on their API(s).
Literature: [41] Responsible: Backend Developer / API Architect
Practice Code: 3.1.3 Practice Name: Implement Scaling Strategy
Description: The organization has a strategy in place which details how to (automatically) scale the amount of
available resources up or down depending on an APIs usage. This is accomplished through the use of a load balancer,
possibly as part of an API proxy, gateway or management platform.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Load Balancing’ practice.
• The organization has a scaling strategy in place.
Literature: [42, 43, 27, 35] Responsible: Backend Developer / API Architect
Practice Code: 3.1.4 Practice Name: Implement Circuit Breaker Pattern
Description: The organization has implemented the circuit breaker pattern. This pattern impedes the system
from getting stuck in case the target back-end service fails to answer within a certain time.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the circuit breaker pattern.
Literature: [44, 45] Responsible: API Architect
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Description: The organization has a mechanism in place with which limits on the amount of calls API consumers
are allowed to make may be imposed. Calls made within the specified limit are routed successfully to the target system.
Those beyond the limit are rejected.
Implemented when:
• The organization has a rate limiting mechanism in place for their API(s).
Literature: [2, 19, 43, 7, 46, 47, 40, 35, 27] Responsible: Backend Developer / API Architect
Practice Code: 3.2.2 Practice Name: Perform Rate Throttling
Description: The organization has a mechanism in place with which API calls may be slowed down, without
the connection being closed. This can help to improve the overall performance and reduce impacts during peak hours.
It helps to ensure that the API infrastructure is not slowed down by high volumes of requests from a certain group of
customers or apps.
Implemented when:
• The organization has a rate throttling mechanism in place for their API(s).
Literature: [2, 48, 5, 27, 36, 39, 43, 3, 12] Responsible: Backend Developer / API Architect
Practice Code: 3.2.3 Practice Name: Allow Listing IP Addresses
Description: The organization is able to impose allow list policies such as using IP address and address range
throttles access for a given IP address or address range. This is useful for giving internal users (with internal IPs)
separate quotas.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to impose allow list policies for their API(s).
Literature: [36] Responsible: Lead API Engineer
Practice Code: 3.2.4 Practice Name: Implement Authenticated User Rate Limitation
Description: The organization is able to impose rate limits based on whether the consumer of their API is
authenticated to use it. Using this approach, the organization is able to, for example, decide that their API may be
accessed only once a day, by an authenticated user from a specific application.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Rate Limiting’ practice.
• The organization is able to implement rate limiting based on authentication.
Literature: [27] Responsible: Backend Developer / API Architect
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Practice Code: 3.3.1 Practice Name: Enable Connection Pooling
Description: The organization is able to maintain a pool of connections to the back-end service. Connection
pooling improves overall performance. Also, it may be required for traffic management purposes to ensure that only a
fixed maximum number of active connections are opened at any point in time to the back-end service.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform connection pooling.
Literature: [6, 2] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 3.3.2 Practice Name: Perform Load Balancing
Description: The organization is able to perform load balancing to distribute API traffic to the back-end services.
Various load balancing algorithms may be supported. Based on the selected algorithm, the requests must be routed to
the appropriate resource that is hosting the API. Load balancing also improves the overall performance of the API.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform load balancing.
Literature: [6, 44, 2, 27, 19, 49, 50, 9, 32] Responsible: API Architect
Practice Code: 3.3.3 Practice Name: Provide Escalation Plan
Description: The organization has an escalation plan in place. This plan should detail which course of action
should be taken in the event where the organizations scaling strategy fails and there is not a sufficient amount of
resources available to support incoming traffic.
Implemented when:
• The organization has an escalation plan in place.
Literature: [43] Responsible: API Architect / Test Engineer
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Practice Code: 4.1.1 Practice Name: Monitor API Health
Description: The organization is able to perform Health Monitoring on its API(s), possibly through an
management platform, external monitoring tool/dashboard, functional testing or custom scripts and plugins. This
should return basic information such as the operational status of the API, indicating its ability to connect to dependent
services.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform Health Monitoring on its API(s).
Literature: [51, 27] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 4.1.2 Practice Name: Monitor API Performance
Description: The organization is able to perform Performance Monitoring on its API(s), possibly through an
management platform, external monitoring tool/dashboard, functional testing or custom scripts and plugins. Doing
so should provide performance statistics that track the latency within the platform and the latency for back-end calls.
This helps the API administrator find the source of any performance issues reported on any API.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform Performance Monitoring on its API(s).
Literature: [2, 9] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 4.1.3 Practice Name: Provide Custom Analysis Reports
Description: The organization is able to generate custom analysis reports on metrics of choice, possibly through
an API management platform or monitoring tool.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to generate custom analysis reports.
Literature: [2] Responsible: Lead API Engineer
Practice Code: 4.1.4 Practice Name: Do Predictive Analytics
Description: The organization is able, possibly through an analytics dashboard within the API Management
platform or a monitoring tool, to review real-time operational and strategic analytics for their API(s). In doing so, the
organization is able to investigate both current and past issues, as well as proactively identifying abnormal situations
before they become critical.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Health Monitoring’ practice.
• The organization has implemented the ’Performance Monitoring’ practice.
• The organization is able to review real-time operational and strategic analytics for their API(s).
Literature: [52] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
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Practice Code: 4.2.1 Practice Name: Log Activity
Description: The organization has the ability to perform basic logging of API access, consumption, performance,
and any exceptions.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform activity logging.
Literature: [2, 48, 27] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 4.2.2 Practice Name: Log Access
Description: The organization has the ability to generate access logs, in which HTTP requests/responses are
logged, to monitor the activities related to an APIs usage.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Activity Logging’ practice.
• The organization is able to perform access logging.
Literature: [53] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 4.2.3 Practice Name: Audit Users
Description: The organization is able to perform user auditing. Doing so enables the organization to review
historical information to analyze who accesses an API, when it is accessed, how it is used, and how many calls are made
from the various consumers of the API.
Implemented when:
• The organization sees partners as co-developers.
Literature: [2, 27] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
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Practice Code: 5.1.1 Practice Name: Facilitate Developer Registration
Description: The organization has a mechanism in place with which API Consumers are able to register to the
API so that they can obtain access credentials. Consumers can then select an API product and register their apps to
use it.
Implemented when:
• API Consumers are able to register or subscribe to APIs.
Literature: [2] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 5.1.2 Practice Name: Implement Interactive API Console
Description: The organization provides API consumers with an interactive console. Using this console, developers
are able to test the behavior of an API.
Implemented when:
• API consumers are provided with an API Console in which they can test API behavior.
Literature: [6] Responsible: Test/QA Engineer
Practice Code: 5.1.3 Practice Name: Provide Downloadable SDK Support
Description: The organization offers API consumers the option to download client-side SDKs for the API.
This functionality is usually offered as part of the developer portal, where app developers often look for device-specific
libraries to interact with the services exposed by the API.
Implemented when:
• API Consumers are able to download client-side SDKs for one or more APIs.
Literature: [2] Responsible: API Evangelist
Practice Code: 5.1.4 Practice Name: Provide Sandbox Environment Support
Description: The organization provides API consumers with an environment that they can use to mimic the
characteristics of the production environment and create simulated responses from all APIs the application relies on.
Implemented when:
• API Consumers are provided with an environment with which they can simulate the features and characteristics of
the production environment.
Literature: [54, 43, 55, 8] Responsible: Test/QA Engineer
Practice Code: 5.1.5 Practice Name: Generate SDKs Automatically
Description: The organization offers API consumers the ability to automatically generate SDKs. In doing
so, application developers are able to generate SDKs for an API, which is usually done from standard API definition
formats, such as OpenAPI (formerly Swagger).
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Reference Documentation Standard Used’ practice.
• The organization offers API consumers the ability to automatically generate SDKs.
Literature: [56, 57] Responsible: API Evangelist
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Practice Code: 5.2.1 Practice Name: Establish Communication Channel
Description: The organization has established a communication channel between the API provider and consumer
with which support may be provided to the consumer. Possible communication media include email, phone, form, web,
community forum, blogs or the developer portal.
Implemented when:
• API Consumers are able to contact the API provider through one of the following channels: email/phone/form/web/
community forum/blog/developer portal.
Literature: [2, 43] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 5.2.2 Practice Name: Provide Issue Management
Description: The organization provides API consumers with the facility to log issues found in their API(s). API
consumers must be able to report any issues, bugs or shortcomings related to the API. They should be able to raise
support tickets and seek help regarding API usage. Additionally, the API provider must be able to track and prioritize
support tickets.
Implemented when:
• API Consumers are able to create a support ticket when encountering any errors, bugs or issues when using the
providers’ API.
Literature: [2, 43] Responsible: API Evangelist
Practice Code: 5.2.3 Practice Name: Implement Error Handling
Description: The organization has mechanisms in place to handle errors. This involves presenting errors to
consumers during usage of an API, categorizing and recording errors internally and visualizing them.
Implemented when:
• The organization has mechanisms in place to handle errors.
Literature: [58, 2, 1] Responsible: Lead API Engineer / Frontend Developer
Practice Code: 5.2.4 Practice Name: Assign Dedicated Developer Support Team
Description: The organization employs a dedicated developer team that offers support to consumers of
their API(s). This team assist consumers with any problems or difficulties they may experience during the usage or
implementation of the API.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Communication Channel Established’ practice.
• The organization has a dedicated developer team that offers support to consumers of their API(s).
Literature: None. Responsible: Developer Team
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Practice Code: 5.3.1 Practice Name: Use Reference Documentation Standard
Description: The organization provides consumers of their API(s) with basic reference documentation on their
website, developer portal or an external, third-party documentation platform. This documentation should document
every API call, every parameter, and every result so that are informed on the APIs functionality. Additionally, it
must be specified using a documentation framework such as Swagger, RAML, API Blueprint, WADL, Mashery ioDocs,
Doxygen, ASP.NET API Explorer, Apigee Console To-Go, Enunciate, Miredot, Dexy, Docco or TurnAPI.
Implemented when:
• The organization provides consumers of their API(s) with basic reference documentation.
• The organization uses a website, developer portal or an external, third-party documentation platform.
• The organization utilizes one of the following (or comparable) documentation tools to specify its API documentation:
Swagger (OpenAPI), RAML, API Blueprint, WADL, Mashery ioDocs, Doxygen, ASP.NET API Explorer, Apigee
Console To-Go, Enunciate, Miredot, Dexy, Docco or TurnAPI.
Literature: [2, 43, 1] Responsible: API Technical Writer
Practice Code: 5.3.2 Practice Name: Include Change Log(s)
Description: The organization includes change log(s) alongside the APIs reference documentation in a passive
manner. For API consumers, these logs serve as a long-term tracking method of comparison between multiple versions.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Reference Documentation’ practice.
• The organization includes change log(s) alongside the APIs reference documentation.
Literature: [59] Responsible: API Technical Writer
Practice Code: 5.3.3 Practice Name: Provide Start-up Documentation
Description: The organization provides consumers of their API(s) with start-up documentation on on their
website, developer portal or an external, third-party documentation platform. This type of documentation explains key
concepts by summarizing the reference documentation, accelerating understanding as a result.
Implemented when:
• The organization uses a website, developer portal or an external, third-party documentation platform.
• The organization provides consumers of their API(s) with start-up documentation.
Literature: [2, 43] Responsible: API Technical Writer
Practice Code: 5.3.4 Practice Name: Provide FAQ & Code Samples
Description: The organization provides API consumers with a list of Frequently Asked Questions in the reference
documentation, along with code samples which they can readily use in their apps to invoke the API.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Reference Documentation’ practice.
• The organization provides API consumers with a list of Frequently Asked Questions and code samples.
Literature: [60] Responsible: API Evangelist
Practice Code: 5.3.5 Practice Name: Adopt API Symbol Labelling Method
Description: The organization adds warning symbols to its APIs reference documentation. This may be done in
cases where certain API calls represent unavoidable risk for which the API consumer should be warned.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Reference Documentation’ practice.
• The organization adds warning symbols to its APIs reference documentation.
Literature: [1] Responsible: API Technical Writer
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Practice Code: 5.4.1 Practice Name: Broadcast Social Media Status Updates
Description: The organization uses social media services to report on its APIs status. By proactively reporting
on the APIs status, the community remains informed at all times.
Implemented when:
• The organization uses social media services to report on its APIs status.
Literature: [59] Responsible: Developer Relations
Practice Code: 5.4.2 Practice Name: Provide API Status Page
Description: The organization provides consumers of their API(s) with operational information, possibly on the
developer portal or a website. The function of this status page is to let consumers know what is going on with the API
at a technical level at any point in time.
Implemented when:
• The organization provides consumers of their API(s) with operational information.
Literature: [43] Responsible: Developer Relations / Frontend Developer
Practice Code: 5.4.3 Practice Name: Implement Community Forum
Description: The organization provides (potential) consumers of their API(s) with a community forum, possibly
through a website or API management platform. This forum may assist in building and interconnecting a developer
community, by providing them with a central hub they can use to communicate with one another and the organization.
Additionally, it may serve as a repository with guides on API usage, documentation and support.
Implemented when:
• The organization provides API consumers with a community forum.
Literature: [2] Responsible: Frontend Developer
Practice Code: 5.4.4 Practice Name: Implement a Developer Portal
Description: The organization has implemented a developer portal, usually as part of an API management
platform. A developer portal provides the platform for an API provider to communicate with the developer community.
Addtionally, it typically offers functionality such as user registration and login, user management, documentation, API
key management, test console and dashboards.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented a developer portal.
Literature: [2, 48, 1, 38] Responsible: Frontend Developer
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Practice Code: 5.5.1 Practice Name: Enable API Discovery
Description: The organization provides potential consumers of their API(s) with a mechanism to obtain
information, such as documentation and metadata, about their API(s). This mechanism may take the shape of an
external website, hub or repository that consumers can freely browse through.
Implemented when:
• The organization has a mechanism in place with which their API(s) may be discovered.
Literature: [6, 35] Responsible: Frontend Developer
Practice Code: 5.5.2 Practice Name: Provide API Catalog
Description: The organization provides API consumers with an API Catalog. This is a a discoverable catalog
of APIs. An API catalog is also sometimes referred to as an API registry. API consumers should be able to search the
catalog based on various metadata and tags. The catalog should document the API functionality, its interface, start-up
documentation, terms and conditions, reference documentation, and so forth.
Implemented when:
• The organization provides API consumers with a searchable API catalog.
Literature: [2, 7, 4, 35, 1] Responsible: Frontend Developer
Practice Code: 5.5.3 Practice Name: Bundle APIs
Description: The organization is able to combine two or more APIs into a bundle. This is a collection of
API products that is presented to developers as a group, and typically associated with one or more rate plans for
monetization.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to combine two or more APIs into a bundle.
Literature: [61] Responsible: API Product Owner
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Description: The organization has a system in place with which it is able to manage existing subscriptions
(consumers of) on their API.
Implemented when:
• The organization has a subscription management system in place.
Literature: [48, 37, 46] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 6.1.2 Practice Name: Prioritize Traffic Based on Customers
Description: The organization is able to give a higher priority in terms of processing API calls from certain
classes of customers. This priority may be based on their subscription or customer relationships.
Implemented when:
• The organization is able to perform customer-based traffic prioritization.
Literature: [2] Responsible: API Product Owner / Developer Relations
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Practice Code: 6.2.1 Practice Name: Create Terms & Conditions for Usage
Description: The organization has formulated a set of terms & conditions for consumers of their API, detailing
policies for consumption of the API and associated data.
Implemented when:
• The organization has included a set of terms & conditions in their APIs SLA.
Literature: [2] Responsible: API Technical Writer
Practice Code: 6.2.2 Practice Name: Perform Quota Management
Description: The organization has policies in place regarding the number of API calls that an app is allowed
to make to the back end over a given time interval. Calls exceeding the quota limit may be throttled or halted. The
quota allowed for an app depends on the business policy and monetization model of the API. A common purpose for a
quota is to divide developers into categories, each of which has a different quota and thus a different relationship with
the API.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Rate Limiting’ practice or ’Rate Throttling’ practice.
• The organization has quota policies for their API(s) in place.
Literature: [2] Responsible: API Product Owner / Developer Relations
Practice Code: 6.2.3 Practice Name: Provide Uptime Guarantees
Description: The organization has included a section regarding the uptime of their API in its corresponding
SLA. This section details agreements on the amount of time the API should be available to the consumer. This may be
expressed percentually over the course of a day, month or year. For example, the organization may promise consumers
that their API will be available more than 99% of the time over the course of a month. The uptime guarantee should
also detail what consequences or implications arise in case the organization fails to uphold the agreement.
Implemented when:
• The organization has included a section regarding uptime in its SLA.
Literature: [62] Responsible: API Product Owner / Developer Relations
Practice Code: 6.2.4 Practice Name: Monitor SLAs
Description: The organization is able to monitor metrics that are relevant in checking whether the agreements
made with API consumers are adhered to. Relevant metrics may include availability, performance and functional
correctness.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Performance Monitoring’ practice.
• The organization is able to perform SLA monitoring.
Literature: [63] Responsible: Lead API Engineer / DevOps Engineer
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Practice Code: 6.3.1 Practice Name: Monetize With Subscriptions
Description: The organization utilizes a monetization model that is based on a subscription basis. With this
model, API consumers pay a flat monthly fee and are allowed to make a certain number of API calls per month.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Subscription Management System’ practice.
• The organization has implemented the ’Quota Management’ practice.
• The organization utilizes a monetization model that is based on a subscription basis.
Literature: [64] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 6.3.2 Practice Name: Monetize Through Tier-Based Model
Description: The organization utilizes a monetization model that is based on tiered access. Typically, each tier
has its own set of services and allowances for access to API resources, with increasing prices for higher tiers.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Quota Management’ practice.
• The organization utilizes a monetization model that is based on tiered access.
Literature: [65, 64] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 6.3.3 Practice Name: Monetize Through Metering
Description: The organization utilizes a monetization model that is based on metering. With this model, API
consumers pay for the amount of resources they use. This may be measured in terms of bandwidth, storage or amount
of calls made.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Performance Monitoring’ practice.
• The organization utilizes a monetization model that is based on metering.
Literature: [65, 64] Responsible: API Product Owner
Practice Code: 6.3.4 Practice Name: Implement Automated Billing
Description: The organization is able to automatically generate billing documents such as invoices and revenue
share statements at (prescheduled) intervals.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Subscription-Based Monetization’, ’Tier-Based Monetization’ or ’Metering-
Based Monetization’ practice.
• The organization is able to perform automated billing.
Literature: [2, 50, 46, 38, 35] Responsible: DevOps Engineer
Practice Code: 6.3.5 Practice Name: Report Business Value
Description: The organization is able to generate business value reports associated with their API(s). Business
value reports gauge the monetary value associated with the API program. Monetization reports of API usage provide
information on the revenue generated from the API. Value-based reports should also be able to measure customer
engagements. Engagements can be measured by the number of unique users, the number of developers registered, the
number of active developers, the number of apps built using the APIs, the number of active apps, and many other
items.
Implemented when:
• The organization has implemented the ’Automated Billing’ practice.
• The organization is able to generate business value reports.
Literature: [54, 2] Responsible: Lead API Engineer
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9. Maturity levels
Every practices forms a maturity level in its capability. Practices can not depend on other practices with a higher
maturity level. This determines the levels as shown in Table 9.
For example practice 1.4.1 is implemented when practice 1.2.3 is implemented, giving it a level at least higher than
1.2.3.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 1.1.4 1.1.5 1.1.6
1.2 1.2.1 1.2.2 1.2.3 1.2.4
1.3 1.3.1 1.3.2 1.3.3 1.3.4
1.4 1.4.1 1.4.2 1.4.3 1.4.4
1.5 1.5.1 1.5.2
1.6 1.6.1 1.6.2 1.6.3 1.6.4
2.1 2.1.1 2.1.2 2.1.3
2.2 2.2.1 2.2.2 2.2.3 2.2.4
2.3 2.3.1 2.3.2 2.3.3
2.4 2.4.1 2.4.2 2.4.3
3.1 3.1.1 3.1.2 3.1.3 3.1.4
3.2 3.2.1 3.2.2 3.2.3 3.2.4
3.3 3.3.1 3.3.2 3.3.3
4.1 4.1.1 4.1.2 4.1.3 4.1.4
4.2 4.2.1 4.2.2 4.2.3
5.1 5.1.1 5.1.2 5.1.3 5.1.4 5.1.5
5.2 5.2.1 5.2.2 5.2.3 5.2.4
5.3 5.3.1 5.3.2 5.3.3 5.3.4 5.3.5
5.4 5.4.1 5.4.2 5.4.3 5.4.4
5.5 5.5.1 5.5.2 5.5.3
6.1 6.1.1 6.1.2
6.2 6.2.1 6.2.2 6.2.3 6.2.4
6.3 6.3.1 6.3.2 6.3.3 6.3.4 6.3.5
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